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The present invention has to do with the art 
of tiles, especially -colored tiles, and involves pri 
marily means for facilitating the display of such 
tiles for sales purposes. 
At the present time, dealers and others, who 

have to do with the selling of tiles, ñnd it de 
sirable and necessary to display the tiles as they 
appear in an actual installation such as might 
be made in a building, kitchen, lavato-ry, bath 
room, or similar place. Of course, it is Well 
known that different persons have different tastes 
in reference to the combinations of colors of the 
tiles to be installed, and in view of the use of 
colored tiles, many different combinations may 
be achieved in various installations, the partic 
ular combination being dependent upon the par 
ticular use to which the tiles are put in refer 
ence to the kind of room or compartment, the 
walls of which are to be equipped with tiling. 

Heretofore the dealer has usually equipped 
himself with a number of different panels hav 
ing differently colored tiles in color combinations 
thereon, one color combination permanently ap 
plied to each panel. This type of panel con 
struction requires the employment of quite a 
number of panels, if a suitable number of tile 
combinations are to be displayed. 
The primary object of o-ur present invention 

has been to devise a display panel for tiles, on 
which is permanently mounted a main body or 
field section or sections of tile, with removable 
sections of colors different from the color of 
the tiles of the main body or field sections. In 
its preferred embodiment, the removable tile sec 
tions may be characterized as a cap section, an 
ornamental strip section, and a base section, but, 
of course, we do not wish to be limited to any 
particular terminology or construction in refer 
ence to the type of removable sections employed. 
More speciñcally speaking, in the carrying out 

of the invention, we utilize a panel comprising 
a base. Upon this base is mounted permanent 
ly an attachment plate or member having se 
cured thereto in a permanent manner, the main 
field section of tiles. If desired more than one 
attachment plate or member may be utilized to 
secure the tiles of the main section to the base 
of the panel. Two such plates or members are 
preferably utilized in spaced-relation so that an 
ornamental tile strip section may be removably 
mounted therebetween in combinations of dif 
ferent colors. 
At the top of the panel we provide a cap or 

crown section consisting of a removable attach 
ment plate or member having cap tiles secured 

(Cl. 35-53) 
thereto. In a similar way, at the lower part of 
the base is provided an attachment member for 
base tiles, which usually are of different color 
from the coloring of the tiles of the main field 
or body section or sections. ~ '5 
Another object in view in carrying out our 

invention has been to produce a simplified con 
struction of panel, carrying permanently applied 
tiles of the body or field section, and easily 
removable and replaceable attachment members l0 
which will carry the cap or crown tiles, the or 
namental strip tiles, and the base tiles, all usu 
ally of different colors contrasting with the color 
of the main field tiles. 
A full understanding of the invention will be l5 

had upon reference to the following description 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawing, 
in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective View of a tile panel 
embodying the principal features of our inven- 20 
tion. 
Figure 2 is a horizontal sectional View taken 

approximately on line 2_2 of Figure l. 
Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view on line 3-3 

of'Figure l. 25 
VFigure 4 is an edge view of the panel base with 

the removable cap, ornamental stripy and base 
tile sections omitted. 
Referring to the drawing in which like refer 

ence characters are applied ̀ to similar parts in 30 
the different figures, it is notable that the inven 
tion comprises primarily, a panel including the 
base A, provided with a cross piece I at its lower 
end formed in the upper surface of which is a 
groove 2i 35 
At its upper end, the base A is equipped ‘with 

a holding flange 3 preferably consisting of a 
lateral extension of a plate 4 secured by suit 
able fastenings to the upper edge of said base.« 
Applied to the outer surface of the base A is 40 

an attachment plate or member 5 preferably 
made of composition board of a suitable nature 
and spaced from the member 5 is a second mem 
ber 6 of like form permanently attached to the 
base A but of larger area than the attachment 45 
member 5. Permanently secured to the outer 
face of the attachment members 5 and 6 are the 
tiles 5a. and 6a, respectively, the said tiles forming 
a main ñeld or body section of tile for display 
purposes. They will preferably be of the same 50 
color. ' 

The tiles 5a are so mounted upon the attach 
ment member 5 which carries the same, that the 
upper edges of the tiles 5a extend upwardly be 
yond the upper edge of the member 5 and the 55 
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2 
lower edges of the tiles 5a similarly project a 
slight distance downward beyond the lower edge 
of the member 5. Reference will be made to this 
feature later. 
Now dealing with the tiles 6a, it is notable that 

the upper edges of the uppermost row of said 
tiles extend upwardly beyond the upper edge of 
the attachment member 6, and in like manner, 
the lower edges of the lower row of the tiles 6a 
project downwardly a slight distance beyond the 
lower edge of the member 6. In conjunction with 
the display of a main body or ñeld section of 
tiles such as 5a and 6a, it is desirable to be able 
to display cap or crown tiles ï, ornamental strip 
tiles â, and base tiles 9, having the usual base 
flanges it, the several tiles ï, 8 and 9 being of 
a color or colors different from the tiles 5a and 
iìa. Now if the tiles 7, 8 and 9 are susceptible 
o1" removal from the panel base A, it is evident 
that other similar tiles may be substituted in re 
placement, and since these crown, ornamental 
strip, and base tiles come in quite a number 
of different colors, obviously an arrangement for 
removal of the tiles '1, 8 and 9 will be advan 
tageous in enabling the dealer, or person using the 
isplay panel, to arrange upon the panel base A 

quite a number of different cap, ornamental strip 
and base tiles of colors different from the main 
field or body tile 5a and 6a. 
To the above end, therefore, We contemplate 

mounting the cap tiles ‘I permanently upon a 
slidable or removable attachment member II, 
also mounting of the ornamental strip tiles 8 upon 
a sliding or removable attachment member I2 and 
similarly mounting the base tiles 9 upon a slid 
ing or removable attachment‘member I3. The 
attachment members II, I2 and I3 in each in 
stance are of a Width greater than the vertical 
dimension of the particular tiles carried there 
on, so that the upper and lower edges of each of 
the members II, I2 and I3 project beyond the 
upper and lower edges of the tiles that are car 
rled thereby. 
On the above account, it will be evident from 

the drawing, that the upper edge of the tile at 
tachment member I I may slide beneath the flange 
3 at the upper end of the panel base A, and the 
lower edge of said member I I may slide beneathY 
the upper edge of the permanently securedrtiles 
5a. Similarly, the upper edge of the attachment 
member I 2 may slide beneath the lower edges of 
the tiles 5a and the upper edges of the tiles 6a 
of the top row of tiles carried by the member 
li; and in a similar manner, the upper edge of 
the attachment member I3 m-ay slide beneath the 
lower edges of the tiles 6a of the lower row on 
the member 6, and the lower edge of the member 
`I3 is adapted to fit in a sliding manner in the 
groove 2 of the cross piece I. 
Thus, the mounting of the several members 

I I, I2 and I3 is such that by shifting them trans 
versely of the panel base A, they may be placed 
in position in a removable manner on the panel 
.base so that they can be detached very quickly 

’ and similar members II, I2 and I3 bearing cap 
tiles, ornamental strip tiles and base tiles of other 
colors can be readily inserted in place of the 
ornamental members II, I2 and I3 on the base A 
to give the purchaser of the tiles a very excel 
lent idea of the different colorcombin-ations that 
may be effected by usingthe main field tiles 
»5a and 6a, with cap or crown tiles, ornamental 
strip tiles, and base tiles of more or less con 
trasting colors. 
The cap tiles 1 may, if necessary, be attached 
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to the attachment member II by the use of an 
intervening filler member '1a. With the use of 
the present invention, a dealer equipped with say 
three or four panel devices of the invention, com 
prising the base A and permanently attached tiles 
5a and 6a of diiîerent colors will be able to use 
in connection with these three or four panel 
bases almost any number _of diiferently colored 
removable attachment members II, I2 and I3 
bearing cap, ornamental strip and base tiles, of 10 
many other colors than those of the main body 
or ñeld tiles carried by such particular three or 
four panel bases A. 
In the circumstances, according to our present 

invention, therefore, it will be seen that a panel l5 
device susceptible of very flexible use for the 
purposes of displays of tiles is proposed and ob 
tained, and while the construction described con 
templates the provision of attachment members 
for the removable tiles which are mounted in 20 
slide grooves, and displaceable and emplaced by 
a transverse movement relatively to the main 
body tiles on the panel base, it is contemplated 
within the purview of the invention to avail of 
other suitable attachment means for the re- 25 
movable tiles than those described herein, which, 
however, afford a most simple, compact, and eas 
ily workable construction for the purposes in 
view. 

Having thus described our invention, what we 30 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United States, is: 

1. In a display panel for tiles, in combination, 
a panel base, a series of tiles thereon secured 
thereto to provide a main body or field section, 35 
the said base being equipped with flange parts 
and certain of the said tiles having their edges 
disposed in spaced relation to said flange parts 
and disposed in spaced relation to the base so 
asvto ,provide a plurality of grooves, and remov- 40 
able attachment members ñtted into said grooves, 
together with tiles permanently secured to said 
attachment members and removable therewith. 

2. In a display panel for tiles, in combination, 
a base, a series of tiles secured on the base to 45 
form a body or ñeld section, and a plurality of 
removable tiles mounted on the base adjacent 
to said tiles of the field or body section, and 
attachment members for the removable tiles fa 
cilitating the displacement and replacement 50 
thereof at will upon the base, the tiles of the 
body or field section being mounted upon the 
base with certain of their edges extending lat 
erally in spaced relation to the base to interlock 
with the attachment members for the remov- 55 
able tiles. 

3. A display panel for tiles, comprising, a base 
having a grooved cross piece at its lower end and 
a flanged member at its upper end, .tiles secured 
to the base to _provide a body or ñeld section of 60 
tiles and disposed in spaced relation to said cross 
piece and said flange member, and removable and 
replaceable tiles mounted upon the base and com 
prising attachment members, certain of which are 
received beneath the flange of the flange member 65 
and beneath the edges of the field tiles, and cer 
tain others of which are received in the groove 
of the cross piece and beneath the edges of the 
said ñeld tiles, so as to be interlocked therewith, 
but adapted for removement and replacement at 
will. 

4. A display panel for tiles, comprising, a base, 
a downwardly extending flange `member at the 
.upper end of the base disposed in spaced rela 
>tion to the base, a cross piece at the lower end 75 
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of the base equipped with an upwardly open 
groove adjacent to the base, permanently se 
cured attachment plates applied to the base, tiles 
of a ñeld or body section carried by said attach 
ment plates, and having their upper and lower 
edges projecting beyond the attachment plates, 
a cap section of tiles, an attachment member for 
said cap section of tiles interlocked with the said 
flange member at its upper edge and interlocked 
with tiles of the body or field section at its lower 
edge, base tiles and an attachment member for 
the base tiles interlocked at its upper edge with 
tiles of the body or field section and interlocked 
at its lower edge in the groove of the said cross 
piece. 

5. A display panel for tiles, comprising, a base, 
a downwardly extending ñange member at the 
upper end of the base disposed in spaced rela 
tion to the base, a, cross piece at the lower end 
of the base equipped with an upwardly open 
groove adjacent to the base, attachment plates 
secured to the base, tiles of a field or body sec 
tion carried by said attachment plates, and hav 
ing their upper and lower edges projecting be 
yond the attachment plates, a cap section of 
tiles, an attachment member for said cap sec 
tion of tiles interlocked with the said flange mem 
ber at its upper edge and interlocked with tiles 
of the body or field section at its lower edge, base 
tiles and an attachment member for the base 
tiles interlocked at its upper edge with tiles of 
the body or field section and interlocked at its 
lower edge in the groove of the said cross piece, 
the said plates for the tiles of the body or ñeld 
section being spaced apart and the tiles applied 
to said plates or certain of them having adjacent 
edges projecting beyond the plates, an orna 
mental strip tile attachment member received 
between said field tile attaching plates and inter 
locked beneath the tiles carried thereby, and 

3 
ornamental strip tilescarried by said ornamental 
tile attachment member. 

6. In a display device of the class described, a 
base, spaced attachment members extending 
across the base and to which tiles are secured 
forming a field section, said attachment mem 
bers having areas less than the area of the tiles 
carried thereby so that the tiles adjacent the 
edges of said attachment members overhang in 
spaced relation to the base, providing opposed 
grooves, the sides of which are defined by the 
base and overhanging edges of the tiles, and the 
bottom of the grooves being defined by the edges 
of the attachment members, and attachment 
members receivable in said grooves and carrying 
tiles contrasting with the field section tiles 
which are adapted to lie in the plane of the ñeld 
section tiles when the latter attachment mem 
bers are inserted in the grooves. 

7. In a display panel for tiles, in combination, 
a panel base including overhanging flanges dis 
posed in spaced relation to one face of the base 
affording oppositely spaced grooves, a body or 
field section of tiles secured to the base, and a 
removable attachment member associated with 
the base and bearing thereon tiles, certain of the 
edges of which tiles terminate short of certain 
of the edges of the attachment member, aiîord 
ing laterally extending attaching portions on theV 
removable attachment member, said latter tiles  
being adapted to be placed in position and de 
tached from the base incident to movement of 
the laterally extending portions of the attach 
ment member beneath the overhanging flanges 
aforesaid which form the grooves, for purposes 
of associating and disassociating the last men 
tioned tiles with the tiles of the main body or 
field section. 

NOBLE C. BUTLER. 
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